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This means that this criterion is also valid for our own
psychology, which is equivalent to saying that our psycho-
logical judgment in general has neither objectivity nor
independence, but is a slave to affect. This is, in fact, a
truth which holds good for the majority of people, and upon
this fact rests the psychological possibility of a murderous
war and its ever probable recurrence, notwithstanding the
blind optimism that clings to the opposite view. This must
always be, so as long as a man judges those on the ' other
side' by his own affect or emotion. I call such a state of
consciousness unproblema'tical, because manifestly it has never
been regarded itself as a problem; there is no sense of
inadequacy or maladaptation to the facts involved. It only
becomes a problem when a doubt arises as to whether the
affect, that is one's own affect, offers a satisfactory basis for
forming psychological judgments. We cannot deny the fact
that we are always inclined to justify ourselves to anyone
who holds us responsible for an emotional act, by saying
that we acted only on impulse, and that we are not usually
in that condition. When it concerns ourselves we are glad
to explain affect as an exceptional condition of lessened
accountability, but we are loth to make the same allowance
for others. Even if this be regarded as an attempt, not
altogether admirable perhaps, to exonerate the beloved
ego, still in the feeling of justification fostered by'this excuse
there lies a positive element; namely, the attempt to
distinguish oneself from one's own affect, which distinction
must also eventually include one's fellow-man. And even if
my excuse is only a subterfuge, it is nevertheless an effort
to cast a doubt on the validity of affect as the sole index
of personality, an effort, furthermore, to make myself aware
of other psychological functions that are just as characteristic'
of the self as the affect, if not more so. If a man judges us
by our affect, we readily accuse him of lack of understanding,
or even injustice. But this puts us under the obligation
of refraining from affect-judgment ourselves.

